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Abstract. RDDOnto provides an ontological approach to the Rights Data 
Dictionary (RDD) part of MPEG-21, one of the main Intellectual Property Rights 
(IPR) Management standardisation efforts. In order to build the ontology, the 
terms defined in the RDD specification have been modelled using OWL, trying to 
capture the greatest part of its semantics. The ontology allows formalising a great 
part of the standard and simplifying its verification, consistency checking and 
implementation. During the RDDOnto construction, some integrity problems were 
detected, which even have led to standard corrigenda. Additional checks were 
possible using Description Logic reasoning in order to test the standard 
consistency. Moreover, RDDOnto is now helping on how new terms can be added 
to the RDD and to integrate the RDD with other parts of MPEG-21 also mapped to 
OWL. Finally, there are the implementation facilities provided by the ontology. 
They have been used to develop MPEG-21 licenses searching, validation and 
checking. Existing ontology-enabled tools as semantic query engines or logic 
reasoners facilitate this.
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1. Introduction

The number of online marketplaces has grown in recent years and will continue to 
expand in the future. Content companies consider unauthorised use or reproduction of 
digital content a serious problem. The goal of a Digital Rights Management (DRM) 
system is to enforce licenses between a content provider and a consumer that define 
rules about authorised use of managed content. 

The Moving Pictures Expert Group (MPEG) [1] is the ISO/IEC working group in 
charge of developing standards for the coded representation of digital audio and video. 
Among other standards, the group is working on the MPEG-21 standard [2] with the 
objective of developing a standardised multimedia framework. The fifth part of MPEG-
21 specifies a Rights Expression Language (REL) [3] and the sixth one an associated 
Rights Data Dictionary (RDD) [4].

The rights language introduces ways to assign rights expression to digital goods or 
services and to control usage and access. The two constitutive factors in a rights 
language are its syntax and semantics. The term syntax refers to the grammar rules, 
which apply to the language’s vocabulary, whereas the term semantics refers to the 



meaning of valid sentences in the language. Each rights expression language includes a 
rights vocabulary or dictionary, which defines the permitted words and their semantics.

There are other initiatives for rights expression languages, but there is just one that 
defines also a rights data dictionary. It is the ODRL initiative [5]. However, the ODRL 
Data Dictionary, on the contrary to MPEG-21 RDD, was not developed as an ontology 
that provides the semantics of the REL terms. ODRL DD is a XML Schema, like 
MPEG-21 REL and ODRL REL, and it extends the generic elements defined in the 
ODRL REL but from a purely syntactic point of view. 

Therefore, we have centred our research on applying an ontological approach to 
rights data dictionaries on MPEG-21 RDD. It is generic so it can be applied to other 
dictionaries like the one in MPEG-21. For dictionaries like the one in ODRL we have 
explored other methodologies that also try to move them to an ontology space. The 
common part is that the final objective in all cases is to use web ontologies as an 
integration framework where all these initiatives and approaches can be connected, 
made interoperable and enriched from the new facilities provided by ontologies.

2. The Rights Data Dictionary Ontology

The objective of RDDOnto is to translate the RDD terms descriptions from its current 
textual representation in the dictionary to a machine processable representation using 
the semantic web paradigm. 

The set of all predefined classes and properties are the building blocks provided by 
the OWL [6] and RDF/S (RDF plus RDFSchema) [7,8] frameworks. These building 
blocks are used to construct Semantic Web ontologies, i.e. sets of restrictions to the 
basic RDF elements. These restrictions can be automatically validated in order to test 
that a particular RDF description conforms to the semantics of the particular domain 
captured by the ontology.

In the next subsections, we will analyse RDD and then detail how first RDF/S and 
afterwards OWL frameworks can be used to capture RDD terms definitions and a great 
part of their semantics. RDF/S is capable of modelling only a fraction of the RDD 
semantics. This fraction is augmented when the constructs introduced by OWL are also 
used. Therefore, two versions of the ontology can be produced. The simpler one uses 
RDF/S and the more complex one uses OWL.

2.1. RDD Specification analysis

The RDD Specification [4] defines a set of terms, the “words” in the vocabulary. The 
RDD Specification is self contained so all the terms that it uses, even the relating terms, 
are defined in it. For each term, its description is composed by a set of attributes:
−−−− Headword: the term name. It must appear in the term description.
−−−− Synonym: some alternative names. It is not mandatory.
−−−− Definition: a short text that defines the term.
−−−− MeaningType: allowed values are: Original, PartlyDerived and Derived.
−−−− Comments: extended textual information about the term. It is not mandatory.
−−−− Relationships: this attribute lists the relationships, from a set of predefined ones, 

among this term an other terms. They are used to specify the term semantics from 
different points of views. The relations are classified in the following categories:



• Genealogy: these relations give a semantic point of view similar to that from 
Semantic Networks [9], i.e. inheritance, relations domain and range, etc. The 
relations are: IsTypeOf, IsA, Is, IsEquivalentTo, IsOpposedTo, IsPartOf, 
IsAllowedValueOf, HasDomain, HasRange and IsReciprocalOf.

• Types: they are enumerated using HasType and its reciprocal IsTypeOf.
• Membership of Sets: the relating term from members to sets, IsMemberOf.
• Family: these relationships connect an ActType and the terms that it begets 

through the application of the Context Model semantics. E.g.
BegetsAgentType. 

• ContextView: the group of relationships describing the attributes of a specific 
ContextType using the Context Model semantics.

2.2. RDD to Web Ontology Mappings

From the RDD Specification analysis two kinds of attributes can be detected. The first 
group is composed by those attributes with unstructured values, i.e. textual values. 
They can be easily mapped to predefined or new RDF properties with textual (literal) 
values. 

The first option is to try to find predefined RDF properties that have the same 
meaning that the RDD term attributes that are being mapped. When this is not possible, 
the RDFS constructs will be used to define new RDF properties to which the 
corresponding attributes will be mapped. These properties are defined in the RDDOnto 
namespace, “rddo”.

The mappings of this kind are shown in Table 1. Note that the Dublin Core [10] 
RDF Schema is also reused in RDDOnto. The Dublin Core (DC) metadata element set 
is a standard for cross-domain information resource description. The DC RDF Schema 
implements the Dublin Core standard.

Table 1. Mappings for the RDD attributes with text value

RDD Attribute RDF Property Kind of RDF property
Headword rdf:ID Predefined in RDF
Synonym rddo:synonym New property defined in RDDOnto
Definition dc:description Predefined in Dublin Core RDFS
MeaningType rddo:meaningType New property defined in RDDOnto
Comments rdfs:comment Predefined in RDFS Schema

The other kind of attribute is the Relationships one. Its value is not textual. Firstly, 
it is categorised into five groups: Genealogy, Family, ContextView, Types and 
Membership of Sets. Each of these groups is composed by a set of relations that can be 
used to describe a term related to other terms in the RDD specification.

As it has been shown in the previous section, these groups of relationships take 
different semantic points of view. The Genealogy, Types and Membership of Sets
groups comprise relationships with semantics almost equivalent to RDF/S and OWL 
ones. The semantic equivalences have been deduced from RDD, RDF/S and OWL 
specifications.

The relations in this groups that can be mapped to RDF/S are presented in the 
upper part of Table 2. There is also a short description and the equivalent RDF property 
used to map them in RDDOnto. Only the RDD relations with an equivalent property in 
RDF/S are mapped at this level, i.e. IsTypeOf, IsA, HasDomain and HasRange. The



other relations have associated semantics that do not have equivalence in RDF/S. 
Therefore, if the mapping is restricted to the possibilities provided by RDF/S, then we 
get an incomplete ontology, i.e. it does not capture all the available semantics of RDD. 
However, on top of RDF/S, more advanced restriction building tools, like OWL, have 
been developed. 

Using OWL ontology building blocks, some of the previously unmapped RDD 
relations can be mapped to the RDD ontology. In bottom part of Table 2 they are 
presented together with a short description and the equivalent OWL property used to 
map them in RDDOnto. With OWL almost all relationships can be mapped.

Only Is and IsPartOf relations do not have equivalents in OWL. Therefore, new 
properties in the RDDOnto namespace have been created to map them. Another 
alternative is to reuse other ontologies, as it has been done with Dublin Core. In this 
case mereological (IsPartOf) and quality (Is) notions are needed. For instance, they can 
be reused from the DOLCE [11] foundational ontology. For IsPartOf the equivalent is 
dolce:part-of and for Is it is dolce:has-quality.

Table 2. Mappings for relationships in the Genealogy, Types and Membership of Sets groups.

RDD relation Short description RDF
IsTypeOf Builds the hierarchy of term types rdfs:subClassOf

rdfs:subPropertyOf
IsA Relates an instance term to its type rdf:type
HasDomain Defines the source term type for relations rdf:domain
HasRange Defines the target term type for relations rdf:range
IsMemberOf The RelatingTerm from Member to Set rdfs:member

RDD relation Short description OWL
Is Relates resources to ascribed qualities rddo:hasQuality
IsEquivalentTo Relates two equivalent terms owl:equivalentClass

owl:equivalentProperty
owl:sameIndividualAs

IsOpposedTo Relates two opposite terms owl:complementOf
IsPartOf Relates a terms that is part of another term rddo:isPartOf
IsAllowedValueOf Relates allowed values to a type term Inverse of owl:oneOf
HasType The RelatingTerm from Archetype to Type Inverse of 

rdfs:subClassOf
rdfs:subPropertyOf

IsReciprocalOf For relation terms defines the relation term that 
captures the inverse relation

owl:inverseOf

For the rest of the relationship groups, a part from Genealogy, there are no 
equivalent relations in the RDF/S plus OWL domain. This is due to the fact that these 
relationships are based on different kinds of semantics than those used in RDF/S and 
OWL. Therefore, the approach is to map them to new properties in the “rddo” 
namespace.

To conclude the mappings, it is also necessary to map RDD terms to Web ontology 
concepts. The previous mappings only cover the attributes that relate them. This has 
been postponed until now because Web ontology languages discern the RDD terms 
into three kinds: classes, properties and instances. The distinction is not made in RDD 
but it can be deduced from the term attributes. 

If the term Relationships attribute includes HasDomain or HasRange relationships, 
it is clear that this terms must be mapped to a rdf:Property. This is a necessary and 



sufficient condition because all terms referring to relations have at least one of this 
relationships.

Otherwise, the term is a class or an instance. It will be mapped to rdfs:Class if it 
has a IsTypeOf relationship or if there is no IsA relationship. If there is an IsA
relationship but not IsTypeOf relationship, then it will be mapped to an instance, i.e. 
rdf:Description. It can be noted that it is possible to have a term that has both IsTypeOf  
and IsA relationships that is mapped to rdfs:Class. Therefore, as specified in the OWL 
Overview [12], the concrete OWL ontology produced is an OWL Full one.

3. Implementation

The RDD to RDF/S and OWL mappings that have been established in Table 1 and 
Table 2 have been implemented in the RDDOntoParser [ 13 ]. It is a Java 
implementation of these mappings using regular expressions [14]. Regular expressions 
are used to define patterns that detect the RDD part of the mappings. When patterns 
match, the corresponding RDF is generated in order to build RDDOnto.

Finally, once attributes have been mapped, they are used to discern the processed 
term as an rdfs:Class, a rdf:Property or an instance, rdf:Description. The input of the 
RDDOntoParser is a plain text version of Table 3 - Standardized Terms of the RDD 
standard [17]. The output constitutes the RDDOnto Web ontology [15]. For the other 
relationships a direct mapping to a new property with the same name in “rddo” 
namespace is implemented. 

However, these relationships do not remain isolated in the resulting ontology. As 
all RDD terms are defined using RDD, relating terms are defined using relationships in
the Genealogy group. Therefore, RDDOnto includes information about domain and 
range restrictions, relationships hierarchical organisation, etc.

4. Checking RDD with RDDOnto

During the ontology development, ontology tools facilitated the detection of integrity 
and consistency problems in RDD. There were many references to undefined 
references and inconsistencies between different parts of the standard. Some of these 
initial problems were communicated to the MPEG-21 RDD working group and the 
RDDOnto development process led to a revision [16] of the then recently published 
RDD ISO/IEC standard [17].

First of all, there were some inconsistencies between the textual RDD terms 
definitions and a figure showing the hierarchy tree of RDD act types. These 
inconsistencies were detected by comparing the figure included in the standard with a 
drawing of the Act hierarchy generated automatically from RDDOnto using the Protégé 
[18] ontology editor and the OntoViz [19] ontology visualisation plug-in.

However, the more important problems were related to the integrity issues of the 
standard. Some of the relationships and terms that were used in the terms definitions 
were not defined in it. Consequently, they have been added to RDDOnto, e.g. 
HasCoChangedResource, icoInteractor, IsInteractorInContext, etc. The integrity 
checks were performed with the help of the OWL validator vOWLidator [20].
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The interesting thing has been that, after making RDDOnto an OWL DL ontology, 
we have detected 320 inconsistencies in it. All of them are due to inconsistencies 
between the classes and properties hierarchies. The consequence is that many property 
domains and ranges are inconsistent with the domains and ranges of the corresponding 
superproperties. For instance, the property IsAgentActingOn has domain Agent. The 
direct superproperty IsRelativeOf has domain Relative but Relative is not a superclass 
of Agent so there is an inconsistency in the IsAgentActingOn domain.

These results of our ontological analysis of RDD have been submitted to the 
MPEG standardisation group [22] and its discussion has started a process to revise the 
standard in order to fix these problems.

5. Using RDDOnto

As it has been introduced, to have RDD formalised as an OWL ontology provides 
many advantages. The following sections describe some of them. First, there are the 
integration facilities provided by web ontologies that are used to integrate RDD in 
OWL form with other parts of MPEG-21, which are also mapped to OWL. Then, once 
in this integrated ontological framework, ontology-enabled tools like semantic query 
engines and DL reasoners facilitate the implementation of MPEG-21 tools.

5.1. Ontological Framework for Integration with MPEG-21 REL 

The rights statements representation part of MPEG-21 is composed of the RDD, which 
defines the terms as it has been shown, but it also includes the Rights Expression 
Language (REL) [3]. The easiest way of explaining this is through a simile: the RDD 
provides the definition of the words while the REL provides a language to put these 
words together in order to build statements.

However, this intended complementarity is difficult to put into practice from the 
MPEG-21 standard specifications of REL and RDD. While the RDD is defined as an 
ontology, although not using a formal ontology language as it has been shown, REL is 
defined on the basis of a set of XML Schemas. This makes the integration between 
them very tricky.

Our approach has been to take profit from the integration facilities provided by 
web ontologies. The REL XML Schemas have been also mapped to OWL and then 
easily integrated with RDDOnto using the OWL semantic relations for equivalence and 
inclusion: subClassOf, subPropertyOf, equivalentClass, equivalentProperty, 
sameIndividualAs, etc. In order to map the XML Schemas to OWL and XML instances 
to RDF, the XSD2OWL and XML2RDF mappings [23] have been applied. The former 
is a generic mapping from XML Schemas to OWL ontologies, which has been also 



applied to map another REL called ODRL to OWL ontologies [24]. The later maps 
XML instances, e.g. MPEG-21 licenses, to RDF taking into account the previous 
mappings from the XML Schemas used by the instance to their corresponding OWL 
ontologies. Thus, we get RDF versions of the licenses that are semantics-aware, i.e. 
they are connected to the ontologies that formalise the terms they use.

5.2. Semantic Query

Once the REL and the RDD were integrated, it was possible to develop ontology-
enabled applications that take profit from their formal semantics. This has been used to 
implement MPEG-21 licenses management tools. For instance, the acts taxonomy in 
MPEG-21 RDD, see Figure 1, can be seamlessly integrated in order to facilitate 
license-checking implementation. Consider the scenario: we want to check if our set of 
licenses authorises us to uninstall a licensed program.

Figure 1. Portion of the acts taxonomy in MPEG-21 RDD.

If we use a purely syntactic approach like XPath over MPEG-21 XML licenses, 
there must be a path to look for licenses that grant the uninstall act, e.g. 
“//r:license/r:grant/mx:uninstall”. Moreover, as it is shown in the taxonomy, the usetool
act is a generalisation of the uninstall act. Therefore, we must also check for licenses 
that grant us usetool, e.g “//r:license/r:grant/mx:uninstall”. And successively, we should 
check for interactwith, do and act. All this must be done programmatically, the XPath 
queries are generated after we check the RDD ontology.

However, if we use semantic queries, the existence of a license that grants any of 
the acts that generalise uninstall implies that the license also states that the uninstall act 
is also granted. This is so because, by inference, the presence of the fact that relates the 
license to the granted act implies all the facts that relate the license to all the acts that 
specialise this act. 

Therefore, it would suffice to check the semantic query 
“//r:license/r:grant/mx:uninstall”. If any of the more general acts were granted, it would 
match. For instance, the XML fragment “/r:license/r:grant/dd:usetool” implies the 
fragments “/r:license/r:grant/dd:install” and “/r:license/r:grant/dd:uninstall”.

5.3. Usage against License Checking Using DL Reasoners

There are other application development facilities more sophisticated than the semantic 
queries benefits shown before. One of the most promising tool is Description Logics 
(DL). OWL is based on DL so it can be directly fed into DL classifiers. Classifiers are 
specialised logic reasoners that guarantee computable results. DL classifiers are used 
with RDDOnto in order to automatically check IP uses against the use patterns 
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specified in IP agreements or offers. This facilitates checking if a particular use is 
allowed in the context of a set of licenses or finding an offer that enables it, once an 
agreement is reached. 

DL classifiers can be directly reused so there is no need to develop ad-hoc 
applications to perform this function. In order to do that the following steps are 
followed:

1. First of all, the usage event that is going to be checked is modelled as instance 
data using RDDOnto and the REL ontology. For instance: “USER1 is trying 
to access a given video stream from a given streaming server at 9:30:10 UTC 
on 2005-04-10”. The streaming server implements digital rights management 
so it inquires the license manager if the current usage instance is permitted. In 
order to do that, the streamer models this usage and sends it to the license 
manager, e.g. as a RDF/XML serialisation.

2. The license manager contains licenses also modelled using the RDD and REL 
ontologies. However, they are modelled as classes. These licenses define 
usage patterns and the conditions to be fulfilled in order to be authorised. 
When the pattern refers to a particular instance, e.g. the particular video 
stream on the previous example, the license class is defined by OWL hasValue
constraints. This kind of constraints defines a class of instances that are related 
by a given property to a particular instance. When the constraints on the usage 
pattern are more general, e.g. a set of users of which the USER1 in the 
example is a member, OWL constraints like allValuesFrom or 
someValuesFrom are used. They are defined for the given property and to the 
corresponding class, e.g. an enumerated class containing USER1.

3. The license manager checks if there is any license that grants a usage pattern 
that subsumes the usage instance. This can be performed easily and efficiently 
using a DL classifier. However, there are some problems that should we 
resolved before. The usage patterns may define time intervals that should be 
tested against the usage time point. In order to check if the time point is 
included in the time interval, we must use a DL classifier capable of dealing 
with custom datatypes reasoning [25]. Then, the time interval is translated to a 
real interval (pointInTime.≥[20050401] real ∧ ≤[20060401] real) and the time 
point to a real (pointInTime.=[20050410.093010] real).

4. After applying the previous adaptations, subsumption is computed. The usage 
might be classified in one or more usage patterns. In this case it is tested if the 
usage pattern is contained in a grant or and offer. In the first case, the 
condition is checked and if it is satisfied the license manager tells the 
streaming server that the use is authorised. Otherwise, the use is not 
authorised. In the second case, the offer that has been found may be accepted 
or negotiated in order to achieve the usage.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented RDDOnto, an ontology for the MPEG-21 RDD. Its added value 
over other initiatives to implement rights data dictionaries is that it is based on applying 
an ontological approach. This is done by modelling the RDD standard using ontologies. 
Ontologies allow that a greater part of the standard is formalised and thus more easily 
available for implementation, verification, consistency checking, etc.



RDDOnto demonstrates the benefits of capturing the RDD semantics in a 
computer-aware formalisation. First of all it has been possible to analyse the standard 
integrity and consistency with the support of ontology-aware tools that facilitate this 
issue, discovering inconsistencies that are in the process of being fixed in the standard. 
Then, it has been possible to integrate RDD with another MPEG-21 standard part, the 
Rights Expression Language (REL), in a common ontological framework. This 
framework facilitates the implementation of MPEG-21 tools. We have shown our 
achievements using semantic query engines and Description Logic reasoners for 
license searching, validation and checking. The ontological approach has also made 
possible the development of advanced Digital Rights Management systems that 
integrate these tools in order to build semantic information systems [ 26 ,27 ] and 
intelligent agents for assisted rights negotiation [28].

The objective now is to take profit from the abstraction and integration facilities of 
formal ontologies in order to cope with the RDD standard problems. First of all, 
RDDOnto is being used in order to extend RDD capabilities in a consistent and more 
informed way. Some communities might find that there are some unsatisfied 
requirements in the current RDD. This is completely normal as it is impossible to cope 
with all the requirements of communities as big as the ones that might be interested in 
the MPEG-21 standard.

The MPEG-21 RDD standard specifies mechanisms for standard extension. 
However, it is difficult to put these mechanisms into practise. The size of the standard 
makes it very complex for people outside the standardisation process to manipulate and 
extend it in order to satisfy their particular needs. This is why we have started to use 
RDDOnto as an assistance mechanism for RDD testing of new requirements. 
RDDOnto is used together with ontology rendering tools in order to navigate the RDD 
hierarchy of concepts, detect the part of it where the new concept might be situated and 
even produce a graphical drawing of it

Another future line is to exploit the integration possibilities of OWL in order to 
connect RDDOnto with more general Intellectual Property Ontologies, e.g. IPROnto 
[29], or rights data dictionaries of other rights expression languages like ODRL. The 
objective here is to build an ontology-based framework that allows integrating these 
initiatives, making them interoperable and enrich them with the possibilities offered by 
formal ontologies. This might lead to levels of interoperability that allow combining 
different RELs and RDDs in a totally uncoupled way.
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